
3

2 QUALITY ASSET

13 BALMAURICE

10 SPIRIT'S CHARM

7 JACK THE LAD

7 YOUNGBLOOD

6 SAYL

8 ISABELLA'S SPRING

4 TAVION PRINCE

     1u fixed - #2 QUALITY ASSET $3.00

1u fixed - #2 QUALITY ASSET $3.00

Doomben
Saturday, 23 April 2022

Doomben Race 1 - 1640m

Tricky race. After scratching QUALITY ASSET comes short at the 

odds. Breed handles mile and will get suck run from the gate with 

in-form jockey. TINTINWIN has to make the step up from 

midweeks - they didn't go quick that race last start and had small 

margin to Valley of Dreams.  JACK THE LAD goes up 300m in 

distance which is concern when didn't look right yard.  Tempo: 

Good Speed - Suits Handy Runners

Doomben Race 1 - 1640m

Doomben Race 3 - 1200m

     0.5u fixed - #12 PULL ANCHOR $18

     0.5u fixed - #16 DELEXO $6.00

Doomben Race 2 - 2200m

YOUNGBLOOD will prove fitter for the run last time - chance - race 

on pace here. SAYL is going good and if the track is a little off on 

the inside as we expect then will be running on hard. ISABELLA'S 

SPRING is going good but is always a watch from the yard because 

she can get very stirred up at times. Tempo: Average speed - Suits 

Leaders & Handy Runners

     0.5u fixed - #2 ACCEBER $4.80

Doomben Race 9 - 1350m
     0.5u bsp - #3 NEVER NO MORE $5.50

Doomben Race 5 - 1110m

Doomben Race 6 - 1200m

Total Units 



2 ACCEBER

10 CLAIRVUE MOLLY

1 YISKA

8 JOHNNY DASH

1 MOKULUA

3 CANADIAN DANCER

9 CHENIN

8 OUR BELLE FILLE

16 DELEXO

7 MASS DESTRUCTION

10 SIR WARWICK

11 TAHITIAN DANCER

12 PULL ANCHOR

7 SHAMATON

14 STOLEN JADE

3 MORE SUNDAYS

0.5u fixed - #12 PULL ANCHOR $18

0.5u fixed - #16 DELEXO $6.00

0.5u fixed - #2 ACCEBER $4.80

Doomben Race 5 - 1110m

Looks a good amount of speed here. DELEXO ran them into the 

ground over 1000m in good time and could do the same here, is a 

progressive sprinter. SIR WARWICK has a tricky gate with the 

claimer. MASS DESTRUCTION and TAHITIAN DANCER will be the 

two charging late down the middle. SHE CAN SING and KISUKANO 

are both good chances but under the odds for mine. Tempo: Good 

Speed - Suits Handy Runners

Doomben Race 4 - 1640m

MOKULUA went ok in a 3yold Group race 2 back but the gate is 

the trick here. CANADIAN DANCER will get the perfect run and did 

charge over them when ridden quieter last time. Speed should be 

ok here. Tempo: Good Speed - Suits Handy Runners

Doomben Race 3 - 1200m

Hardest test for YISKA so far - wide gate, big field and can be slow 

away with speed drawn inside. Nice horse but third up first prep 

looks few things against. We were on ACCEBER last start - drifted 

big time and run was full of credit, on the quick back up here with 

low gate up in distance - look out! I worry about BOHEMIAN DAISY 

at the distance. CLAIRVUE MOLLY has a stack of ability but gate an 

issue. BEAU WITNESS AND JOHNNY DASH the roughies. Tempo: 

Good Speed - Suits Handy Runners

Doomben Race 6 - 1200m

PULL ANCHOR got no room straight when 2ndup - improve here 

and nice odds. SHAMATION will prove fitter here but needs to be 

let go at the right time to run out the 1200m. RUBY JULY is up in 

distance - trick gate and probably under the odds. Good win by 

More Sundays - speed on suit again. Tempo: Hot speed - Suits 

Handy Midfield Runners



8 GLISTENING

4 PRINCE OF BOOM

7 STARTANTES

1 SHAQUERO

6 QUANTUM MECHANIC

12 SEAT OF POWER

4 KUKERACHA

16 DERULO

3 NEVER NO MORE

9 DR WHY NOT

7 ROMAN AUREUS

12 BAANONE

Doomben Race 7 - 1110m

Cracking race. PRINCE OF BOOM probably won't restrain and 

GLISTENING is very quick so those two will charge to the first bend 

for supremacy. Both have quality. SHAQUERO gets the gun run 

behind them. ALPINE EDGE needs to take a class jump here but 

gets map favours. INGRATIATING gets his chance but has a habit 

of turning it up. STARTANTES will get a LONG way back but the 

group 1 form speaks for itself. The Gollan pair look unders. 

Tempo: Good Speed - Suits Handy Runners

QUANTUM MECHANIC wasn't suited wet track but dry here, will 

be powering home. DERULO has some hope but the 1600m is a 

concern.KUKERACHA will give them a start and may need further 

than this. Even SEAT OF POWER is not hopeless here at good odds. 

Tempo: Average speed - Suits Leaders & Handy Runners

0.5u bsp - #3 NEVER NO MORE $5.50

Doomben Race 9 - 1350m

There looks good speed here and I'm not a big fan of the ULYSSES 

form line at all. I think BIGBOYROY might be vulnerable second up 

with the weight so time to play. DR WHY NOT copped bad checke 

last start - is a nice horse be there on speed a long way and has 

upside. BAANONE and NEVER NO MORE are the genuine 1350m 

horses and will be suited by the good tempo.  Tempo: Very Good 

spd - Suits Handy Runners

Doomben Race 8 - 1640m


